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Abstract—Contribution: In a context where hands-on courses
are biased towards specific technologies, a novel creativityprovoking instructional approach for networking undergraduate
courses is successfully applied following action research principles and active and creative learning techniques.
Background: Extensive engineering-oriented networking
courses have been proposed with a strong focus on specific
protocol solutions. At the same time, the amount and
complexity of techniques is notably increasing with the advent
of the Future Internet. As a result, the curricula looses focus
on the fundamentals of networking algorithms.
Intended Outcomes: We address algorithmic learning in networking for computer sciences, where students are expected to
(a) create, (b) develop, (c) analyze and (d) compare algorithms
and processes regardless of protocol-specific technologies. At
least 70% of the students are expected to meet this goal
while enhancing their engagement and motivation in a timeconstrained course schedule.
Application Design: To achieve (a)-(b), we instrument an active
experimental strategy, while objectives (c)-(d) are tackled with
creative learning techniques, both applied in an action research
framework. The approach is supported by state-of-the-art networking application interfaces and simulators. Furthermore, a
blended and game learning component favors the engagement
via comparison and competition of students’ project metrics.
Findings: The experiment is carried out by professors of the
Computer Science Bachelor’s degree taught in FAMAF. Results
show that the applied methodology met the intended outcomes,
and improved by 7% in a two-year cycle. Furthermore, the
approach was very well-received based on student’s feedback.
Index Terms—Computer Science; Networking; Future Internet

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current generations depends more and more on the digital
world, significantly increasing the interest on information,
communication and networking technologies now encompassed in the so-called Future Internet context [1]. Networking
is not only a well established research area in computer
science, but also a highly demanded skill by the industry.
Indeed, engineering and computer science curricula need to
offer highly effective networking courses in order to correctly
train professionals who can design, maintain and secure wired
and wireless network environments. Nonetheless, it is very
hard for students to gain intuition on dynamic properties of
computer networks, protocol exchanges and packet flows in
classroom sessions or in exercises on paper [2].
To overcome these challenges, courses have considered
hands-on laboratories comprising networking tools, equip-

ment and proprietary software [3]–[7]. While these might be
justified in specialized postgraduate courses, they tend to result
difficult to manage in undergraduate courses as well as expensive, vendor-biased and technology-specific, which render
them obsolete in very short time. However, emerging Future
Internet networking concepts and solutions such as Internet
of Things (IoT) Information Centric Networking (ICN) [8],
Software Defined Networking (SDN) [9], Delay-Tolerant Networking (DTN) [10], Networks-on-Chip (NoC) [11] among
others are already demanding a more flexible (non-technology
specific) and dynamic (long-lasting) instructional approach.
In this paper, we argue that efficient undergraduate networking courses should guarantee a sustainable and stable utility by
focusing on the fundamentals concepts of networking, while
selectively mapping them to always changing technological
solutions. Also, freely available supporting software should
be on the spot. The objective of this work is to propose
and evaluate a long-lasting instructional approach for network
protocol development and analysis that is not technology
specific and based on free tools. To this end, we leverage
state-of-the-art active [12], experimental [13] and creative [14]
learning to cover algorithmic based on networking application
interfaces and simulators coded by students [15]. At least 70%
of the students are expected to incorporate a protocol-agnostic
know-how as well as the ability to map it to current and future
protocols or applications.
To apply the approach, we follow an action research
methodology [16], [17] to adapt an existing curricula for
the Computer Networks and Distributed Systems (CNDS)
course of the Computer Science degree, taught in Faculty of
Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics and Computing (FAMAF)
of the Universidad Nacional de Córdoba in Argentina. Results are summarized after a two-year experimental cycle
concluded in 2019, where new pedagogical techniques and
specific content axes were designed. Since existing courses
follow similar approaches than the original CNDS [18], the
outcomes of this case study are a valuable asset to evolve them
into a novel creative-provoking networking hands-on course.
Grading strategy, experiences, lessons learned and student
feedback are thoroughly discussed and analyzed.
The remaining of this paper is organized based on the
elapsed action research stages followed in two cycles in 2018
and in 2019: planning in Section II, design in Section III,
action in Section IV, and conclusions in Section VI.
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Context. The computer science bachelor degree at FAMAF
focuses on both theoretical and technological aspects of computing. All third year students of computer science have to
take part in the CNDS course during the first semester, which
consists of: (i) Lectures and practice: four hours per week of
theory and exercises on paper. (ii) Laboratory hands-on: four
hours per week of hands-on practice in front of the computer.
Students’ have to pass Operating Systems and Algorithms
and Data Structure courses to apply for CNDS course and
exams. Student’s performance on these subjects constitutes
key background analyzed in Section V. CNDS exams consist
of two partial exams based on the lectures and practices and
two laboratory evaluations as a prerequisite to take the final
exam in a so-called regular condition. If all partial exams and
evaluations are graded higher than 6 (out of 10) and average
at least 7, the student is considered promoted and approves
the CNDS course. Students that are not regular nor promoted,
can either retry the course in the next year or register to give
an open final exam, which is more demanding than the regular
final exam. Thus, students tend to exhibit notable motivation
to obtain a promotion, but the original instructional approach
used until 2017 failed to correctly exploit it.
Diagnosis. Prior to 2017, the CNDS lecture part was
strictly based on the content flow suggested by the Tanenbaum
book [19], which explores the layered network model from
the physical layer up to the application layer. However, the
laboratory part was biased towards the application layer, as
most of the students’ effort was aimed at writing networkbased client/server Python scripts using the sockets library.
The programs were only evaluated in terms of code correctness and efficiency. Similar networking courses face the same
issue: the classroom becomes a chance to develop Python
skills instead of learning networking concepts. Indeed, an oral
survey performed in 2017 showed that, although discussed in
the theoretical lectures, 70% of the graded students were not
able to express by their own words the very fundamentals
of networking, namely (i) congestion and flow control, (ii)
routing and (iii) medium access control (layers 4, 3 and 2).
Research. The objective of this work is to research on
pedagogic strategies and adequate curricula to concentrate
the coding effort in reasoning about modern protocols in
the context of Future Internet. In particular, we expect at
least 70% of the students to (a) create (define requirements
and design algorithms), (b) develop (choose architecture and
implement), (c) analyze (methodologically observe, interpret
and explain) and (d) compare (identify advantages and disadvantages) algorithms and process for each these items. Items
(a) and (b) can leverage the Python programming expectations
from CNDS, while (c) and (d) requires a novel approach to
support students’ comprehension of fundamental networking.
The driving research questions are: can such an improvement
of CNDS be applied while keeping an attainment rate of 70%?
Is an action research framework suitable for this evolution?
Background. Approaches for specific hands-on wireless
networks are plenty [3]–[7], but fail to cover fundamental
algorithmic creation and analysis. Research in [20] tackles

the analysis and develop part, but ignore the creative aspect.
Authors in [21] deal creative challenges for security, but
not for fundamentals of general networking protocols. To
the best of authors knowledge, there is no previous work
simultaneously tackling (a)-(d) in a hands-on networking
course.
III. D ESIGN
Content. Content-wise, the down-top approach in Tanenmbaum’s book [19] was replaced by a top-down one as
suggested by modern networking books such as Kurose’s
text [22]. At the same time, some well-prepared material from
the 2017 edition of the class based on different sources [23]–
[25] was also recovered and leveraged from a top-down
perspective. A set of 4 laboratories activities (Lab 1 to 4),
detailed in Table I were derived:
Lab1 and 2 are part of a development stage where the
challenge is to develop efficient coding skills to provide
correct socket-based network applications. These activities,
which corresponds with Chapter 2 of Kurose’s book covers
objectives (a)-(b) by using Python. Specifically, Lab1 is used
as an introductory activity where students are conducted
through a first interaction with Python to retrieve a HTTPcompliant web-page via sockets. HTTP/2 protocol is discussed
as Future Internet protocol and compared with HTTP/1. Lab2
further increases the difficulty as students have to develop a
full network server based in a home-made file transfer protocol
which can interact with a slightly modified client from Lab1.
Based on provided skeleton code, students are requested to
deliver the final code in a repository with a brief report on
the difficulties and architectural decisions. Code quality and
integrity is the main factor for grading this stage.
Labs 3 and 4 are introduced to accomplish objectives (c)(d) while aiming at developing creative and analytical skills
applied to transport, network and link layer networking algorithms. Because of the time constraints of the course, it is
impossible to implement such algorithms in kernel space or
low-level firmware/drivers such as proposed in highly specific
courses [7]. Thus, similarly to [26], Omnet++ [27], a free C++

Table I
C ONTENT D ESIGN
List of Activites

FI Protocols

Introduction to Python and Sockets
Lab 1: Client Application (Chapter 2)

Python

Socket client
Standarized protocol and RFC (HTTP)
Lab 2: Server Application (Chapter 2)

Python

Socket server
Home-made file-transfer protocol (HFTP)
Oral exam of Lab 1 and 2
Introduction to C++ and Omnet++
Lab 3: Transport (Chapter 3)

Omnet++

Queuing and flow control (UDP/TCP)
Error Recovery (Go-Back-N, Selective)
Lab 4: Network & Link (Chapter 4, 5)

Omnet++

Dynamic routing (ring/random topology)
Medium access mechanisms (Aloha)
Oral exam of Lab 3 and 4

Analysis Stage
Devlopment Stage
(algorithm design-analysis) (protocol implementation)
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II. P LANNING

HTTP/2

DTN, ICN,
Multipath TCP
SDN, IPv6,
IoT, LISP, WSN
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based discrete-event networking simulation platform, was chosen as a test-bench. Experiment controllability, observability
and repeatability are important benefits of this approach. As
a matter of fact, a Python-based network simulator with the
flexibility of Omnet++ would be just ideal, but no such tool
is available yet. Other platforms such as NS3 [28] could also
be considered.
To facilitate the Omnet++ learning curve, in Lab 3, students
start with a skeleton code and are guided to develop a simple
point-to-point network model over which the packet loss rate
is measured in different buffer overflow cases. Then, they
are requested to freely create flow and congestion control
solutions (discussed in Kurose’s chapter 3) and analyze and
compare them. Discussions are held on the impact of applying
these solutions in Future Internet versions of DTN, ICN,
MTCP. Lab 4 further extends the model to multiple-node
topologies where forwarding and link access decisions demand the creation of routing tables and negotiation strategies.
In this activity, students are again left free to create the
best possible strategy to optimize the delivery of data while
analyzing resource consumption. Chapter 4 of Kurose’s book
can be consulted to inspire the design of an arbitrarily efficient
routing protocol, while chapter 5 is used as inspiration for
medium negotiation solutions. Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) approaches and Locator/Identifier Separators such as
LISP are openly discussed after this lab. Although highly
creative and open, Labs 3 and 4 introduce students to technical and scientific writing allowing them to deliver in-depth
analysis and evidence (e.g., curves, histograms) for their
achievements (or failures). These reports have a high incidence
in the grading of the second stage.
Pedagogy. The content approach conducts students to be
experimentally involved in the learning process. This is an
active learning approach that results in improved students
engagement [12]. In particular, the utilization of prototypes
and simulated algorithms allows students to (a) create and
(a) develop through reflection on doing, an experimental
learning investigated in [13]. On the one hand, being based
on networking application interfaces coded by students, Lab1
and 2 are defined in the context of blended learning discussed
in [15]. On the other hand, freedom of choice in Lab3 and 4
are central creativity-provoking activities that strictly follows
the methodological approach known as creative learning [14].
The blended approach is known to improve time efficient
learning, while creative exercises favors computational thinking, (c) analysis and (d) comparison, all objectives of the
present action research experiment. In order to capitalize on
one partner’s resources and skills, all activities are executed
in groups of three students [29]. Works in [29]–[32] implements some but no all of these pedagogical techniques in a
networking course.
Grading. These instructional methodologies map into a
grading criteria which measure the attainment of objectives
(a)-(d). The two partial examinations are as follows: one for
development stage (Lab1 and 2), and the one for the analysis
stage (Lab3 and 4), averaging to a final CNDS laboratory
grade. The systematic process to evaluate students is divided
in three axes as follows.

Lab 1 and 2 (development stage):
• CC. (4/10 pts. max) Code correctness (group): Commited Python code is run through a detailed test cases
suite including demanding edge cases (2 pts. for the client
in Lab 1, 2 pts. for the client in Lab 2).
• OD. (4/10 pts. max) Oral defense (individual): students
are requested to explain Lab1 and 2 and consulted on
possible code modifications (2 pts.). Also, conceptual
Python networking questions are posed (2 pts.).
• WR. (2/10 pts. max) Written report (group): Architectural documentation on the code justifying decisions
taken for both the server and the client is evaluated.
Lab 3 and 4 (analysis stage):
• WR. (4/10 pts. max) Written report (group): Algorithm
design and analysis reports are evaluated for each project
(2 pts. per Lab).
• OD. (4/10 pts. max) Oral defense (individual): Students
are requested to deepen on reported analysis and metrics
(2 pts.). Conceptual questions from layer 4, 3 and 2 are
posed (2 pts.).
• CC. (2/10 pts. max) Code correctness (group): Omnet++ code is visually inspected to evaluate the implemented algorithms and simulation models.
CC and OD are direct measures of (a) create and (b)
develop, while WR and OD indicates the attainment of (c)
analysis and (d) comparison.
IV. ACTION
The content and pedagogy design was applied and improved
in two consecutive editions of the CNDS course in 2018
(60 students) and 2019 (76 students). This section presents
transformation steps based on feedback collected during the
action stage, following the principles of action research.
Stared Tasks. Inspired by students that exhibited notable
engagement, we updated activities with optional starred tasks,
which have a higher level of difficulty for extra points in
the exam. In Lab 2, this maps to server capable of attending
multiple clients simultaneously (polling or multi-threading). In
Lab 4, the routing algorithm can be optionally applied on a
complex topology of more than 50 nodes (requires hierarchical
or highly polished distributed routing algorithms).
Public Expositions. Students enjoying more developed social soft-skills proved to support the attainment of objectives.
To further exploit this, we instrumented optional public expositions opportunities. Similarly to [32], this allows students to
defend the proposed algorithms while receiving questions and
criticism from the audience and teachers. Meanwhile, slower
or delayed students can easily catch-up, identify non-explored
alternatives and learn on the process.
Game Contests. After discovering that students competed
between groups, we established game contests to profit from
game learning theory [31]. In Lab 2, server code is shared to
other groups to find how a malicious client could provoke an
unwanted behavior. In Lab 3, students competes to achieve the
best delivery ratio under congestion. These fun activities gave
the students a direct feeling of the problems and motivation
of networking security and performance aspects.
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By applying a circle of planning and action, these reflections where materialized into concrete pedagogical elements
in an initial version in 2018, and later enhanced in 2019. To
amplify the engagement and motivation we materialized these
actions into three extra graded axes as follows.
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ST. (+1 pt.) Starred tasks (group, optional): groups
delivering an operating multi-client server (thread or poll)
for Lab2 or a routing solution capable of routing in a 50
node network in Lab 4 obtain an extra point.
PE. (+1 pt.) Public exposition (group, optional): groups
that uses the opportunity and succeed in publicly defending their server architecture (Lab2) or control algorithm
(Lab4) are offered one extra point.
GC. (+1 pt.) Game contest (group, optional): groups
successful in finding security breaches in other’s groups
Lab2 or able to provide the best delivery ratio metrics in
the scenario defined for Lab3 obtain an extra point.

Packet Traces. We finally learned that students were lacking of a concrete appraisal of the interaction of the explored
layers. To compensate for this, we developed a closing (notgraded) activity introducing packet traces to map protocolspecific features to each of the concepts discussed throughout
the course. The Wireshark tool, a free and open-source packet
analyzer is considered for this purpose.
Content-wise, we took action on the reflection of a Lab5
assignment (link layer topic) in 2018, which was merged into
Lab4 in 2019. Resulting class hour budget was measured to
16 hrs. for the first stage (40%), and 24 for the second one
(60%). Regarding practical content, we learned and iterated
on three aspects. (i) Providing virtual machines to students
significantly reduced the burden of Omnet++ installation in
Lab3 and 41 . (ii) The learning curve of Omnet++ was reduced
by creating video tutorials that students could follow off-line
anytime. (iii) An academic reporting tutorial was elaborated
after inspecting difficulties in preparing the WR tasks in 2018.
Items (i)-(iii) were fully incorporated in 2019.
V. R ESULTS
Results of the action research after the two cycles in 20182019 are positive. As indicated in Table II, 80% of the 60
students attained the required concepts in 2018, while 92% of
the 76 achieved the objective in the refined course in 2019.
The rest of the students need to re-take the course next year
or pass the final open exam. Final grades where higher on
average in 2019, although more dispersed (σ2019 = 1.1 >
σ2018 = 0.8). We thus assess that the effectiveness of the
approach improved 7% in-between the two cycles.
Axes. The performance over the individual axes are presented in the lower part of Table II. Performance on CC
was improved on 9.24% in 2019, being Lab3 and 4 the
main contributors to the overall effect. We explain this by
the timely distribution of the Omnet++ virtual machine and
tutorial video, which allowed the students to focus on the
1 The VM and Docker images can be obtained via the following URL: https:
//drive.google.com/open?id=1okuup7_q5XotPIvE653iaBX1UymIomrF. The
username and password for the VM is "usuario" and "clave" respectively.

Table II
ATTAINMENT D ETAILS
2018

stud.

60 passed 80%

avg.

8.3

min

6.5

max

10

std.d

0.8

2019

stud.

76 passed 92%

avg.

8.9

min

6.5

max

10

std.d

1.1

engagement/motivation

create/develop analyze/compare

2018

CC

OD

WR

GC

ST

PE

Lab

avg.

cnt.

avg.

cnt.

avg.

cnt.

avg.

cnt.

avg.

1

1.93

50

1.70

50

0.80

50

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

1.22

50

1.50

50

0.76

50

1.00

8

1.00

10

1.00

1

Total

3.15 / 4

3.20 / 4

1.56 / 2

8 / 50

cnt. avg.

10 / 50

cnt.

1 / 50

3

1.01

35

0.30

35

0.98

35

1.00

8

-

-

-

4

0.93

35

0.66

35

0.94

35

-

-

1.00

5

-

-

5

0.86

35

0.62

35

0.82

35

-

-

-

-

1.00

2

Total

2.80 / 4

1.58 / 2

2.74 / 4

8 / 35

5 / 35

2 / 35

%

70.00%

79.00%

68.50%

22.86%

14.29%

5.71%

ST

PE

2019

CC

OD

WR

GC

Lab

avg.

cnt.

avg.

cnt.

avg.

cnt.

avg.

cnt.

avg.

1

1.95

61

1.67

61

0.78

61

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

1.10

61

1.45

61

0.77

61

1.00

25

1.00

10

1.00

3

Total

3.27 / 4

3.26 / 4

1.55 / 2

25 / 61

cnt. avg.

10 / 61

cnt.

2 / 61

3

1.40

50

0.81

50

1.52

50

1.00

21

-

-

1.00

2

4

1.72

50

0.79

50

1.56

50

-

-

1.00

27

1.00

4

Total

3.52 / 4

1.80 / 2

2.94 / 4

16 / 50

30 / 50

4 / 50

%

77.13%

Impr.

9.24%

78.67%

77.17%

30.26%

24.34%

5.92%

-0.42%

11.23%

24.46%

41.31%

3.47%

coding process instead of the tool installation burden. Improvement is also noticeable on the WR axis, with a stronger
weight on the second stage portion. Based on feedback from
students, we learned that the academic reporting tutorial was
instrumental to improve the written quality and organization
of the reports. We recorded that the increase in quality is
more evident in Lab3 and 4 due to their notable analytical
demand: students are free to propose solutions, but they have
to properly justify and evaluate them. Oral defense scores
remained practically unchanged on the two cycles, but also
no action was specifically taken on that regard. Engagement
axes, especially GC and ST, where boosted in the second
cycle. This was indeed consequence of a formalized and
timely announcement of these optional mechanisms in the
2019 cycle. Public expositions, on the other hand, were not
so popular, mostly due to the fact the classroom time was
rather limited to accommodate them, but also students proved
to be remarkably shy to expose themselves in both editions.
Interestingly, groups that faced the PE tend to be composed
of politically active students (students union members), who
enjoys good speeches, succeeding at convincing about the
positive aspects of the chosen solutions2 .
Stages. Fig. 1 presents grades discriminated by stages: 1
(Lab1 and 2) and 2 (Lab3 and 4). Results show that on
average, higher grades were obtained for the first evaluation in
comparison with the second one. This is consistent with the
Python programming interest of computer science students.
Regarding student count, 83% of the students passed stage 1,
but only 52% succeeded on the second stage in 2018. In 2019,
these numbers increased to 95% and 70%. On the one hand,
this is evidence that teaching network fundamentals is indeed more challenging than technology-specific programming
tasks, despite the motivational and pedagogical condiments.
2 It is the authors’ opinion that such a capability is crucial in professional
success. It is our vision that the extra point are well deserved by these groups.
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Figure 1. CNDS Lab1 to 4 grades (two on the left), and final grade correlation with student’s background on Operating Systems (OS) and Algorithms (AL).

On the other hand, we explain the improvement on stage 1 by
the enhanced game contest in 2019, with notable participation
of 25 students (see Table II). The improvement in stage 2 is
also related to the motivation axes, but also to the Omnet++
virtual machine and tutorials that eased the overall task.
Background. We evaluated the performance correlation of
each student with their grading on the two previous subjects
in FAMAF: operating systems (OS) and algorithms and data
structures (AL). Fig. 1 presents scatter and histogram plot of
CNDS, OS and AL grades for the 2018 and 2019 academic
years. Grades lower than 6 in CNDS are all 0 (not passed) and
are not shown to facilitate the appraisal of the distribution.
On the one hand, we observe that students that passed the
CNDS course present rather concentrated grades (in-between
9-10). Similar concentrations are also observed for AL, but OS
histogram presents a more uniform grade distribution. On the
other hand, the scatter plot indicates that students with higher
grades in OS (7-10), also obtained higher in CNDS (8-10).
This effect is less marked in AL. However, lower SO grades
are rather distributed in higher and lower CNDS grades. To
measure these effects, a linear regression was computed for
2018 (red line) and 2019 (blue line). A Pearsons’ correlation
of 0.36 and 0.52 was determined for SO, which combined
with the linear regression evidences a moderate dependence
on the topic. Pearsons’ correlation was considerable lower for
AL: 0.12 and 0.24, indicating a somehow unexpected lower
correlation with the algorithmic challenges addressed in that
subject. In both cases, however, correlation was registered
higher in the second cycle. We explain this by the fact that
the improvement after the action research cycles favored the
revelation of each student’s background.
Poll. An optional poll was provided to the students in order
to obtain feedback. 36% and 27% of the 2018 and 2019
students answered the polls summarized in Figure 2. Students
graded both the development (Lab1-2) and analysis (Lab3-4)
stages positively, but slightly higher scores are observed for
the former in 2018. This is somehow expected for computer
science students having a first interaction with such a popular
language like Python. Nevertheless, the tendency started to
revert in 2019. Regarding difficulty, the analysis stage was
pointed as more difficult, but difficulty self-assessment was
improved in 2019, also explained by the actions taken on
the second cycle. Furthermore, the poll allowed students to
provide custom comments for the future editions of the course:

1) “In addition to providing a video-presentation for Omnet++, also give one on how we should make the reports
so that they meet the standards of an academic paper."
2) “I do not have a laptop and Omnet++ sometimes did
not work properly in the classroom, I was only able to
advance on my desktop computer at home."
3) “I had difficulty installing Omnet++. I learned a lot
about networking and there is sure much more to learn.
Thank you so much for everything!"
4) “Reports and analysis based in Omnet++ were very
interesting, it was great to develop our own algorithms,
it was very motivating. It would be better to have some
instructions on report and graph making."
5) “Labs 3 and 4 helped me to understand the theory part
better because I could see with my own eyes abstract
concepts such as flooding and congestion.
6) “I would like to know more about cables and wireless."
7) “This was the first time I used Git, and had to learn
without supporting material."
Feedback 1) to 5) corresponds to 2018, and actually triggered
the actions discussed in Section IV. Items 6) and 7) come from
the poll in 2019, and motivates some of the finer upgrades as
we enter the third 2020 cycle, which will include:
1) Repository video lecture: we will provide a basic Git
tutorial including an integration with Omnet++ interface.
2) Mini-workshops: short talks to explain technological topics i.e., Ethernet cable crimping, router configuration, etc.
3) Public exposition: to overcome time consumption in
classroom and shy students, we will propose a recorded
video PE with off-line questions and feedback.
4) Python Omnet++: This would be a crucial breakthrough
in CNDS as stage 1 and 2 could be blended together3 .
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the application of an action
research approach to redirect a hands-on computer networking
course in the context of a computer sciences curriculum. We
argued that a shift to a discussion of fundamental problems
is necessary given the frenetic standardization of the Future
Internet. Following an action research principle, we develop
3 Authors are already advising a master student in developing a Python
wrapper for Omnet++. Results are promising at the time of writing, and will
be published in future Omnet++ summits.
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Figure 2. CNDS stage 1 and 2 student self-assessed lab content score and difficulty according to polls collected after 2018 and 2019 courses.

a novel active and creative approach on which 80% and
92% of the students attained the objectives in a two-year
cycle. This is compelling evidence that the first cycle met the
expectations and that the second iteration further improved the
appraisal of fundamental networking concepts. We encourage
other educators to consider the outcomes as students graduate
prepared to develop and assess a broad range of Future
Internet protocols regardless of technology-specific protocol
specifications.
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